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”Designing memorable places involves so much more than simply drawing a plan
on a page or an image on a screen or even design a building. It requires an
understanding of community , context, programme and the potential that
architectural design can have to provide social interactions that benefit humanity.
These may be by social interactions, education, entertainment in passive or active
spaces, Crafting a quality design that carefully merges architectural style with
practical solutions that will benefit the building's inhabitants and the community
demands great responsibility and expertise. It is a privilege – a chance to give an
enduring gift to this generation and those to follow.”

Architectural design streams

The Peddle Thorp Group is a progressive, distinguished alliance of architectural
practices, built on over a century of local and international design experience
across a diverse range of projects. Our business is the design of quality buildings
that stand the test of time in both appearance and functionality. The practice
combines a comprehensive understanding of complex issues with design
solutions to achieve applauded projects of distinction, that aims to deliver beyond
clients' and users expectations. The essence of our success is in partnering with
our clients to fully understand their needs and making our clients specialist
knowledge the foundation of our design process. This knowledge is interpreted
into sensitive designs which recognise that the best solutions will not only seek to
be innovative but also combine tested solutions proven by Peddle Thorp's range of
experience.
The practice's solid skill base is built upon a wide range of architectural, interior
design, urban design and planning experience. Our proved approach allows us to
work in synergy with other design professionals to provide clients with seamless,
integrated solutions. Our strength is in our expertise in a wide range of design
categories. Projects are as diverse as the master planning of a new city, corporate
and commercial office towers, civic and cultural buildings hotels , retails
complexes, art galleries, sporting facilities, and health care facilities
.Brisbane/Gold Coast experience is further enhanced by the ability to call upon
project-specific expertise within the international Peddle Thorp Group to
supplement local skills. A resource base of over 200 architectural professionals.
Peddle Thorp reconise that collaboration with other design offices to augment
project teams and provide diversity of experience is of great benefit to significant
projects. Recent collaborative projects in which Peddle Thorp was engaged as
Principal Consultant include such projects as the Caboolture Hub recognised with
the F D G Stanley Award for Public Architecture and the State Library of
Queensland being award the Sir Zelman Cowen Award for Public Architecture and
the Emil Sodersten award for Interior Architecture. PTW recently completed the
new wing at the National Gallery in Canberra and are internationally renown for
project such as the Water Cube Aquatics Centre in Beijing.
Many of our projects are both comprehensive and complex in several respects and
we are proud of our heritage in undertaking difficult projects. Cultural buildings and
health institutions, and projects comprising both residential and commercial
premises that take account of the local context and specific brief response, require
planning and project management at several levels.
Th Peddle Thorp team for the Gold Coast Cultural Project will bring the skills and
experience of the Brisbane/Gold Coast studio of Peddle Thorp and the Sydney
studio of PTW - the founding office of the Peddle Thorp alliance. In support of the
design team will be expertise from the Gold Coast office of international
engineering firm of Hyder Consulting providing site overlay engineering.
Internationally renown engineering firm of Arup will provide building structures and
services engineering design.
Hyder Consulting's experience includes engineering services on for the Gold
Coast Convention Centre, the Gold Coast Rapid Transit project, Gold Coast
Southern and Central Area Transport Study. Hyder will be responsible to all the site
and precinct engineering issues including transport, hydrology, geosciences, site
wide energy production and water harvesting. Arup's experience includes renown
projects such as the Beijing Water Cube and City Recital Hall with PTW, the
Melbourne Recital Hall, National Institute of Circus Arts, State Library or
Queensland redevelopment with Peddle Thorp and the Sydney Opera House are
evidence of the practices' achievements in quality civic and cultural buildings.

Gold Coast Cultural Precinct

PROJECT TEAM
Peter Gardiner Managing Director / Architect
B App. Sc. - Blt Ent, Grad Dip. Arch. QIT
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Simon Parsons Director / Architect- PTW
B.Arch (Hons), B.Sc(Arch)

Simon Parsons joined PTW Architects in 1996 and has worked on several
major commercial and cultural projects. Simon has lead diverse
consultant teams on a series of large scale complex projects, such as the
recently completed $107m extension to the National Gallery of Australia,
the $300m+ Woden Green mixed use project, and the Mobbs Lane Project
in Epping. Simon has had a key role on the competition teams of the
successful Olympic village and Walsh Bay redevelopment bids. Simon
has experience in areas of architecture ranging from masterplanning
through to detailed construction issues.
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Brett Hudson Associate Director / Architect
B.App.Sc - Blt Env (Architecture), QIT, B.Arch QUT
Brett has over 25 years' experience in a range of complex institutional
projects in the areas of civic architecture, health and university projects.
Brett has been responsible for several of Peddle Thorp's most significant
and awarded projects' including the Caboolture Hub (Library, Gallery &
Learning Centre) and QUT libraries at Kelvin Grove and Gardens Point.
For five years, Brett was one of the key Project Architects for State Library
of Queensland redevelopment .For the past 3 years, Brett has been a
design tutor at the QUT and recently at the Griffith University Architecture
School.
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Peter's experience profile has given him an overview in the key drivers of
many project types. He has recognised design expertise in university,
aged care, hospitality, residential and commercial projects, and is a
specialist in brief resolution and facilities planning. He has a broad
experience in the provision of new and redevelopment of commercial
buildings. As a resident he is both knowledgeable a passionate about the
future development of the Gold Coast. Peter has been responsible for
delivering projects such as Circle on Cavill and Avalon in Surfers Paradise
as well as Education projects at Griffith University and QUT.
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After studying architecture in Colombia, Juan began work in Australia in
2004 for urban design practices before joining Peddle Thorp in 2007. He
has worked on major architectural and urban design projects as well as
being a leader for a complex hospital redevelopment. Recently he was the
team leader for the awarded Caboolture Hub project. His passion and
enthusiasm for design and architecture have made him an integral
member of the practice.
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Celeste Norman Designer / Graduate Architect
M. Arch, QUT, B Des St. (Hons), QUT Golden Keys International Honours Society
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Celeste is a Graduate of Architecture and has obtained her Master's
degree in 2011. She has worked on a broad spectrum of projects giving her
insight into many factors surrounding the built environment. Her passion
for design enables her to push boundaries and explore new possibilities;
she is always looking for the best outcome for the client.She is well versed
in Building Information Modelling and as such can manage consultant's
coordination swiftly and with ease.
Mark Cronin Associate, Design Systems Manager
BSc (Hons) Arch Tech (UNN), FD Arch Tech (UNN)

Mark ensures that Peddle Thorp is utilising the leading architectural design
and documentation solutions being responsible for overseeing the
research and development of technical solutions, BIM management, and
training organisation. Mark is also experienced in the creation and
implementation of process and management protocols relating to design
systems. Mark has presented at several conferences including Autodesk
University in Las Vegas, the Revit Technology Conference in Sydney, and
the Health Facilities Design & Development Conference Queensland.
Siobhan McInerney Associate Director - PTW
B. Arch UCD' Cert Fine Arts, Crawford

Siobhan has been involved with master planning and architectural design
for major cultural, residential and heritage projects for many years. She
has led design and detail resolution teams for developments of varied
scales. Siobhan has run detailed negotiations on sensitive conservation
sites, and has focused upon the adaptive re-use of heritage buildings for
cultural, residential, commercial and urban design projects. Many of these
projects have won peer group or industry awards.
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PREVIOUS PROJECTS
SYDNEY GRAMMAR SCHOOL HALL

CABOOLTURE HUB (with James Cubitt)
The Hub is an integrated Library,
Learning Centre and Art Gallery
designed to create a cultural focus to
the town square of Caboolture. The
design is centred on delivering a
contemporary and modern facility
with flexible and efficient spaces and
general circulation areas while at the
same time, retaining a sense of
space, openness and grandeur. The
building over three levels with a roof
top terrace draws in natural light
deep into the floor and the
arrangement of visually
interconnected spaces encourages
visitors to explore.

JIANHUA CULTURAL PLAZA
Largely underground, the 1500
seat hall lies at the heart of the
school providing external,
landscaped, shaded and
covered circulation and
playground spaces. Seating
1500 people for concerts and
assemblies, the venue provides
a flat floored area for
examinations and a regulation
sized basketball court with
substantial landscaping on the
roof.

The new city centre currently under
construction Ningbo China is designed
by Peddle Thorp Brisbane and
Shanghai. It includes a lakeside
museum, restaurant precinct and
regional shopping centre adjacent a
new residential precinct.

IN DEVELOPMENT
STATE LIBRARY OF QUEENSLAND (with Donovan Hill)

NATIONAL GALLERY SOUTH ENTRANCE & INDIGENOUS GALLERIES

SHENZEN COAST TOWN

PTW’s extensions are
surrounded by landscaped areas
that help complete the garden
circuit around the building. The
project improves the back of
house, art processing facilities,
with a new loading dock and
quarantine areas. The
extensions draw on the materials
palette and iconic forms of the
original building yet articulated
from the original structure and
identifiable as new work.

Appointed as architects for the
redevelopment of the State
Library of Queensland following
an international design
competition, the concept saw the
enclosure of the river courtyard
to become the focal point of the
internal public space providing
orientation in a lounge
atmosphere overlooking the city
and river. The central atrium
spaces have become the heart
of the building.

A new town design by Peddle Thorp
Brisbane and Shanghai includes retail
precincts, hotels and residential
accommodation and retail and cultural
precinct.

UNBUILT PROJECTS
BRISBANE CONVENTION & EXHIBITION CENTRE

CITY RECITAL HALL - ANGEL PLACE

Designed to form an undulating
backdrop to the Southbank
gardens the building is a series
of three dimensional anticlastic
'shell' forms individualising the
halls to strengthen their identity
and provide superior design
loads for exhibition suspension.
The centre comprises five main
exhibition halls, one of which
contains a mechanically
operated seating system that
can raise and lower seating to
facilitate conventions.

SYDNEY THEATRE

Seating 1,250 people, it is
suitable for performance of
recitals, chamber music and
small scale orchestral and choral
works and provides an ideal
acoustic environment. The hall
also has a variable acoustic
system to make the auditorium
suitable for conferences and
annual general meetings.

Peddle Thorp were short-listed to
design the new Australian Embassy in
Jakarta. The complex brief of Embassy,
Head of Mission residence and Mission
Staff accommodation included overlays
of security and discrete circulation and
environmental solutions.

SPORTS MUSEUM & HALL OF FAME

CIRCLE IN CAVILL
The building by PTW has a
contemporary design language
that harmonises with the
industrial nature of the precinct
and is a synthesis of a complex
function with an unusual site:
partly open land and partly
occupied by important heritage
buildings.

Gold Coast Cultural Precinct

JAKARTA EMBASSY

Twin residential towers of 49 and
69 levels above a retail plaza
have created a lifestyle focal
point for Surfers Paradise. Set
over large expanses of
landscaping, pools and spas for
the use of residents and over the
landscaped public plaza
bounded by ground level retail
centred on a civic plaza.

Peddle Thorp were invited by the
Queensland Government to design this
25,000sqm.specialist museum to be
located at South Bank in Brisbane. After
winning the competition the project did
no proceed.
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Memory… Growing up in the Gold Coast, you feel like one of the more fortunate
kids on the planet - sun, beach, hinterland of forests, outdoor culture and relaxed
community. These all merge to create a lifestyle that is enjoyable and fulfilling.
There is one place that captures the spirit of all this.
I first visited with my parents. I was young and whilst I preferred to be with my
friends at the beach or the movies. I found this place was different. It wasn't merely
buildings. I felt inspired by the dynamics of the spaces and the activities scattered
inside and outside buildings. I was told that the place echoed back to the coast
before development - where around this site forests of trees once stood against the
water. This new space felt like a forest clearing, immersive and grand. Harsh
sunlight filtered through the perforated roof high above, like trees playing with light.
The buildings created a sense of enclosure with stick-like tree branches allowing
teasing glimpses to the life inside. Exploring them was a delight – light teased its
way inside the buildings
The central piazza focused my attention towards the panorama of high-rise
buildings along the coastline. The edge overlooked a perfect circular lake with a
hinged boardwalk allowing canoes to enter. Restaurants below created a lively
space full of laughter and conversation. Families strolled along the water and ate
under the lush trees.
We walked along a bridge that snaked over the water connecting river peninsulas
and floating islands midstream exhibiting curious artworks in, over and under the
water that come alive as you passed.
Nightscape… I went back with friends one night. The sun was setting and the last
traces of light reflected off the structures. Gradually an internal glow from the
buildings began to fill and surround the space. The giant roof enclosing the plaza
starting to come alive as lights turned on. The gallery was closing and the visitors
were emerging onto the plaza whilst early arrivals for the theatre came to mingle
and dine at the restaurants.
We sat on grassy knolls looking up at the darkening sky. The space was cool and
fresh having been sheltered from the day's hot sun. Music began to play, as the sky
started to change colour from blue to black. Suddenly, the whole canopy awoke in a
display of colour fluttering and dancing on the underside of the canopy. Millions of
lights embedded in the glass mimicked the stars. I felt like the whole precinct was
moving and showing off. Images began to emerge through the star field and colour
immersed the space with an animated kaleidoscope.
The visual and audio soundscape enveloped me. I went back many times just to
enjoy being with others in this changing and dynamic atmosphere. Some nights,
live artists performed in sync with special programmes of lights and sounds with
patterns programmed by artists.
Celebration… My strongest memories are celebrations during the games. The
space was alive with activity in this enormous civic room. Music played around the
edges of the precinct in the various venues. The centre was a hustle-bustle of
people from around the world all sharing the same experience captured within this
architectural forest. By day was protected from the sun, a welcome respite from the
heat. By night it glowed outwardly to the city and invited everyone to explore,
celebrate and be entertained. At times, resident circus performers like monkeys in
trees defied gravity as they flew through the space.
I later learned… The canopy mimicked the natural processes of a rainforest
capturing water and storing it in underground reservoirs and by harvesting sunlight
and turning it into energy. The river cooled the buildings by a hidden system of
services. Beneath, car and service vehicles revealed themselves by discrete
apertures – evident by not dominating. The place used much of what existed on the
site before it was rejuvenated for a second life. The theatre remained and its walls
were visible behind a new screen that was like a flowing curtain of tree branches.
The thermal mass of the giant tree trunks was cool to touch in the heat of the day
and subtle radiant heat at night gave nurturing feeling as groups of people lazed on
the grassy knolls.
.... an architectural forest to explore
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